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for Peace
Justice

and American Muslim Voice,
Pax Christi Stanford,
South Bay Department of Peace Campaign, and
Buddhist Peace Fellowship West Bay Chapter
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Multifaith Voices

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES - to get to know one another
and build deeper friendships with people of different
faiths, ages and cultures - children, adults, singles and
families of all shapes and sizes are welcome!
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GOOD FOOD - Pakistani food, hot dogs (regular, kosher
and vegetarian), breads & drinks provided (Please bring
some food to share);
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FUN ACTIVITIES - music, games, face-painting, storytelling, singalongs, crafts and more, all with a focus on
peace-building and justice-making;
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Join us for...

MITCHELL PARK Pine Grove Area, Palo Alto

(at 600 East Meadow, back of park near Handball Courts)

Monday, May 30, Noon - 4:00pm
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An intergeneration and interfaith
gathering for Memorial Day
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Remembering Our Past and
Creating a Peaceful Future
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